
Danya: a How-To Guide

A female, Jewish, 25-year-old, Eastern European, 
American, daughter/granddaughter/friend/cousin/ 
sister, musician, trend-setter, traveler, hard worker, 
manager.  But how did I become who I am?  Well, 
let me make it easy for you – that’s what this guide 
is for, after all!  I am what I am because of my 
morals, my values, my experiences, my opinions, 
my beliefs.  It’s how I do what I do that makes me 
everything I am.  This guide will tell it like it is and 
provide straightforward directions on how to 
be…me!

What am I?



In with the Old, In with the New – I love trends, whether neon paisley, fur, multi-strand 
belts, or gunmetal nail polish.  I’m young, in-the-know, and forward-thinking, so I like to 
show that by wearing fresh and edgy items.  Recently, I just bought a handmade 
spandex harness to wear over dresses or tank tops; it certainly draws attention!  My 
most prized piece of furniture is a mid-century Danish credenza.  On the other hand, 
some of my favorite items – my sparkly DVF pumps, my 70’s era ruffle-shouldered denim 
blouse, my smoky topaz ring from Mexico – are from my grandmother’s closet.  She 
wore the shoes to my aunt’s wedding and the ring was a gift from my grandfather.  By 
wearing these things, I get to give them continuity.  The space age-style Harmon-Kardon 
speakers on my vintage credenza create an unexpected but harmonious balance.

I Love Neutrals – When I get dressed, I can reach my hand into my closet or my drawers 
and create a unique, complementary outfit with the snap of my fingers, since I base my 
wardrobe in neutrals.  All neutrals match – whether black, blue, white, or grey – so I can 
be flexible in my daily clothing combinations, I can save money since I have many 
versatile pieces, and I can also pull off a classy and chic look.  Lest you should think 
neutrals equal blah or boring…let me explain!  Neutrals also provide the perfect 
backdrop for elements of surprise, whether multi-color bejeweled earrings to make the 
outfit pop or a dramatic and modern cut that departs from a common crew neck or 
A-line.

Don’t Go It Alone – While I have a classic, yet original sense of style, I am also inspired 
by others.  I read blogs: up-and-coming fashionistas who take pictures of themselves in 
their recent get-ups, fashion photographers who take pictures of models “off duty” and 

classic European men, stylish home decorators who create collages of creative 
interiors.  I learn from others, but I also like to facilitate idea-swapping and to share 
my own, unique flair with others.  This year, I coordinated a clothing swap for charity; 
I invited a group of friends over, asked everyone to bring clothing items they no 
longer wore, and we exchanged our clothing, accessories, and tchotchkes.  What 
we didn’t keep we donated, and the money that each attendee paid at the door 
went to support the end of violence against women. Fashion can be fun AND 
functional!
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The Three Gs – As an employee, colleague, and manager, I aim to operate with Grace, 
Gratitude, and Gumption.  When I face an unexpected challenge, I act in a polished 
manner, not letting my feathers get ruffled and maintaining a polite and confident 
demeanor.  When I receive feedback, support from a colleague on a tough project, or an 
opportunity to grow,  I express my thanks humbly and return the favor when I can.  
Finally, I use common sense (and data!) to make decisions that will facilitate my 
networking and campaign success, and I do so with courage, willing to take risks.

It Doesn’t Belong to You – You’re frustrated because your manager doesn’t seem to be 
listening to your ideas.  Your colleague is struggling, and it’s hurting your team’s chances 
of success, but he’s too embarrassed to ask for help.  This information is not private!  
Being a part of a team is about building trust and communicating openly.  If you are 
experiencing feelings or challenges that will have a negative affect on your colleagues or 
your results, speak up!  I try to be aware of the effect that my actions have on others, and 
I value my teammates and their success as much as my own.
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It’s up to Me– While teammates and colleagues can be a great source of support, it’s 
also important to me that I stick my neck out and try new and different strategies and be 
confident enough to take action quickly and effectively.  With great power comes great 
responsibility!  It always comes back to me – and I want to be able to say that I did what 
it took to get the job done.



PMA – Positive Mental Attitude.  This was one of my grandfather’s mantras, and I 
adopted it years ago when I saw that he was right about the universal truth of this 
acronym.  I do get upset, disappointed, and frustrated, but the key to moving forward is 
remaining optimistic.  Things turn out the way they should, and even when it doesn’t feel 
that way, when I go with the flow, remain positive, and press on, things do tend to work 
out in my favor! 
 

Benefit of the Doubt – First impressions are crucial, yet they can be misleading.  
Sometimes, when you know someone very well and they surprise you with their actions, 
it can be unclear what their motives are.  Ultimately, trust, respect, and perspective are 
essential in founding lasting friendships.  Give others a chance to succeed!  When you 
give someone the benefit of the doubt, you focus first on their strengths and give them 
the opportunity to explain what areas of weakness you think you are seeing.

Don’t Yuck Other People’s Yums – There are very few truly “weird” people or things.  
Maybe they’re just different than you or me!  Diversity of experience is crucial to my 
happiness and my success, and so I must be open-minded at all times.  Just because 
someone looks different, smells different, speaks different(ly), does not mean he or she 
has nothing to offer; to the contrary, I seek out those who are different from me so that I 
can learn, expand my own personality, and contribute more.
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Want to Learn More?
Visit danyaneering.wordpress.com


